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Profile
I am a 33 year old developer with 11 years of professional experience in object oriented and
standards based web development. My work experience has primarily revolved around the
LAMP and Microsoft .NET platforms. I am currently located in Western Massachusetts working
on a 4 year degree and am looking for regular and standalone contract development work.
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Freelance Development 2008-Present
Developing and customizing sites for clients with primary focus on CMS customization, ecommerce, and GIS mapping applications.
Consultant, Triton-Tek Chicago, IL 2006-2008
Worked as a consultant for Triton-tek, a Microsoft Gold Partner located in Chicago, IL with a
branch office in Chandigarh, India. Responsibilities included onsite consulting for clients,
development of custom web applications using C# ASP.NET and various Microsoft Enterprise
software products, and leading small development teams consisting of local and remote
developers. Lead responsibilities included drafting requirements for 24 hour development
cycle, technical review and refactoring of team code.
Technical Lead, Learning Point Associates Naperville, IL 2004-2006
Worked as a Technical Lead for the educational consultancy Learning Point Associates.
Responsibilities included writing custom web applications in a heterogenous server
environment (LAMP and Microsoft), overseeing development of team coding standards, training
materials for growing team of developers, and migration of Microsoft ASP VBScript
development to C# ASP.NET development.
Proprietor, Phyletic Inc. Chicago, IL 2000-2004
A business set up to handle contract web development work I was doing at the time. Majority
of work was done utilizing LAMP, though Microsoft Platform was also utilized depending on
client need. Clients included, Tampico Beverages, Illinois Tool Works, Professional Women’s
Club of Chicago, amongst others.
Developer, Integramedia Chicago, IL 2001-2002
Worked as a web developer at a short lived tech startup. Applications developed in a
heterogenous environment, LAMP and Microsoft ASP.

Education
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale IL — Anthropology, 2000
Shang Shung Institute, Conway MA - Tibetan Medicine, 2012

Skills
Strong grounding in Object Oriented Programming. Extensive experience with LAMP and
Microsoft Web Application Development, as well as strong client side Javascript framework
knowledge. Currently doing most work utilizing MVC frameworks, particularly CakePHP, and the
Mootools Javascript library and CMS customization including customizing Wordpress and
Drupal. I am familiar and committed to web standards compliant development, and well versed
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in Search Engine Optimization strategies. I also have a good knowledge of various
development and project management methodologies, particularly AGILE and Waterfall.

References
Available upon request.
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